


6”x12” GALVANIZED
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Our warehouse is in Sugar Land, TX.
Please don’t hesistate to call us for your questions.

Our difference with other products in market is that our product is hot dip galvanized (all components are 
first welded then whole panel is immersed in galvanizing bath) which results thicker zinc coating (min 80 
microns galvanize thickness).
However most products in market are pre-galvanized (components are first galvanized then welded to
form the panel) which results in thinner coating and prone to rust.



WHY DNZ PANEL FENCE?
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Security
Panel fences which are produced by durable materials, provide high safety. Our fences produ-
ced by advanced technology, pose an effective obstacle against unwanted visitors or burglars.

Aesthetics
Panel fences with elegant design adapt your environment and appear aesthetically. They not 
only secure your property but also provide nice view by not diminishing its aesthetic concern.

Durable
Panel fences produced by steel, aliminium or PVC are long-lasting and do not require mainte-
nance. They keep their durability in every season and the cost low.

Easy Set-Up
Our panel fence systems keep your time and never hinder within their fast and easy installa-
tion features. You are able to install the fences very soon that are produced accordingly within 
the measures of your area.

Customer Support
You can reach out anytime before or after sales with urgent client support.

Our warehouse is in Sugar Land, TX.
Please don’t hesistate to call us for your questions.
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To ensure security of 
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To ensure security of 
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Durable
We maximize safety of 
our customers with 
our enduring design 
and qualified 
materials.

Easy Set-Up
Our products are 
demounted which 

enable panel fences to 
be set up easily 
and practically.
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